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Abstract: Given the importance of olive growing, especially in Mediterranean countries, it is crucial
that there is a constant process of modernization aimed at both environmental sustainability and the
maintenance of high standards of production. The use of remote sensing (RS) allows intervention in a
specific and differentiated way in olive groves, depending on their variability, in managing different
agronomic aspects. The potentialities of the application of RS in olive growing are topics of great
agronomic interest to olive growers. Using the tools provided by RS and the modernization of the
olive sector can bring great future prospects by reducing costs, optimizing agronomic management,
and improving production quantity and quality. This article is part of a review that aims to cover
the past, from the 2000s onwards, and the most recent applications of aerial RS in olive growing in
order to be able to include research and all topics related to the use of RS on olive trees. As far as
the use of RS platforms such as satellites, aircraft, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) as olive
growing is concerned, a literature review showed the presence of several works devoted to this topic.
This article covers purely agronomic matters of interest to olive farms (and related research that
includes the application of RS), such as yielding and managing diseases and pests, and detection and
counting of olive trees. In addition to these topics, there are other relevant aspects concerning the
characterization of the canopy structure of olive trees which is particularly interesting for mechanized
pruning management and phenotyping.

Keywords: olive tree detection and counting; pruning; yield; olive disease detection and pest
management; unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and satellite imagery; machine and deep learning

1. Introduction

Given the importance of olive growing, especially in Mediterranean countries, it is
crucial that there is a constant process of modernization aimed at both environmental
sustainability and the maintenance of high standards of production [1,2]. Considering
the environmental risks caused by climate change with the Mediterranean region as the
biggest threat, adopting available tools, best practices, and applying forward-looking
policies can adapt agricultural management strategies and processes given the above
mentioned changes [3]. The use of remote sensing (RS) allows intervention in a specific and
differentiated way in an olive grove, depending on its variability, in managing different
agronomic aspects. Remote sensed tree detection is a key factor in on-farm mapping
aimed at supporting farmers in planning practices such as pruning, fertilizing, irrigation,
phytosanitary treatments, and the estimation of olive productivity [4,5]. Plant breeding
programs have benefited from the possibility of exploiting images from above to collect
phenotypic data on plant growth and morphology, geometrical canopy characteristics,
and tree vigor. These observable traits are essential in assessing the suitability of selected
genotypes for cultivation in olive growing planting systems, such as modern super high-
density hedges, requiring adaptability to mechanized pruning and harvesting [6,7].
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One of the crucial issues concerns is the detection of plant diseases by monitoring the
symptoms of olive diseases, among which two are particularly harmful as they cause severe
problems to olive growing worldwide: Verticillium Wilt and Quick Decline Syndrome. The
latter, caused by the now well-known plant pathogenic bacterium Xylella fastidiosa which
has proven to cause the death of olive trees, has severe effects on the production, landscape,
and cultural heritage of the territory concerned [8]. The contribution of RS in this area is to
provide support in monitoring symptoms and identifying diseased trees based on a visual
assessment that requires field inspections with a more significant expenditure of resources
and time [9].

This review focuses on the role of aerial RS applications in olive growing farm man-
agement from the 2000s onwards.

The first review dealing with the research of RS applications in olive growing for the
preservation of the olive landscape, monitoring of land use, management of irrigation
resources, and environmental issues arising from olive oil mill wastes was reported in
Messina and Modica [10]. This article, instead, covers purely agronomic matters of interest
to olive farms, such as yielding and managing diseases and pests, detection, and counting
of olive trees. In addition to these topics, there are other relevant aspects concerning
the characterization of the canopy structure of olive trees, particularly interesting for
mechanized pruning management and phenotyping. Therefore, the structure of the second
part of this review is the following: Section 2 covers research related to methodologies for
detecting and counting trees; in Section 3, pruning-related research is treated; Section 4
deals with olive yield forecast; Section 5 concerns phenotyping and monitoring of olive
trees’ biophysical parameters; the Section 6 focuses on monitoring and management of
olive’s pests and diseases; finally, Section 7 contains discussions and conclusions on the
perspectives and challenges about the future of RS in olive growing. The used sources
for reviewed works were the following databases: Scopus (Elsevier) Google Scholar, and
Web of Science (Clarivate Analytics). Figure 1 shows the researches found, 72 in all, many
of them were published in the last decade, from 2011 onward, while only a tiny fraction,
just 12, were published earlier [11–22]. Of these, 11, concern tree detection and counting
(discussed in Section 2) which is the topic with the highest occurrences, 27.

VOSviewer 1.6.18 software was used to perform cluster analysis on titles and abstracts
(this choice is due to the lack of keywords in some of the works considered) having a
frequency of at least six (Figure 2). A temporal analysis of the period under consideration
(beginning of 2000–end of March 2022) was performed. However, the software detected
significant occurrences only from 2014–2015, also considering the small number of arti-
cles in the first decade of the 2000s. According to the content of word occurrence, three
clusters were obtained, and in line with what is covered in this review, the most com-
mon were “UAV imagery”, “image”, and “olive tree” followed by “olive orchards” and
“accuracy assessment”.

The connection is well evident between “UAV imagery” and “accuracy assessment”
to which the terms “classification” and “object-based image analysis” are associated with
the topic of tree detection. This connection is well-established in the pre-2017 period.

Of note is the presence of the name “Spain”, indicative of the distribution of scientific
work on RS in olive growing over the two decades under consideration. Figure 3 highlights
the preponderant research occurrences in Spain (31), followed by Italy (17), but also a
gradual broadening of research (and the increasing importance of the olive growing) in
countries where olive crops are not traditional, such as Chile, Argentina, Peru, China
and Australia.
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Figure 1. The trend of published articles based on publication year. The sources for the search of
works reviewed were the following databases: Scopus (Elsevier) Google Scholar, and Web of Science
(Clarivate Analytics). The x-axis shows the years of the period under consideration while the y-axis
shows the number of researches carried out. In this review the researches considered are those carried
out from the beginning of the year 2000 until the end of March 2022. Of the 72 researches in the time
span analyzed, only 12 concern the years before 2011 and almost all (11) are based on tree detection
and counting. The largest number of researches were carried out in the years 2020 (11) and 2021 (13).

Figure 2. Keywords occurrence and clustering by VOSviewer 1.6.18. Colors indicate the year in
which each title and words contained in the abstracts were more used. Lines represent co-occurrence
link strength among terms.
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Figure 3. The map shows the worldwide geographical distribution of olive cultivation and the
distribution of research study sites according to the countries reported in the published papers. The
main olive producer countries are highlighted in dark green, while the main emerging producer
countries are highlighted in light green. The symbols of different color (shown in the upper right)
distinguish the type of remote sensing (RS) platform used (satellite, airborne, or unmanned aerial
vehicle) in the research and the number of researches performed from 2000 to the end of March 2022.
The table at the bottom left shows the number of remote sensing researches in olive growing carried
out in each country. Important to consider that some researches include the use of more than one
RS platform.
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The different words identified by Vosviewer, although found in some of the topics
covered in this review, do not allow to encapsulate all of them. Keywords related to the
topic of tree detection and phenotyping and monitoring of biophysical parameters are
present. Just think of the words “tree detection”, “tree height” and “tree volume” alone.
However, connections to other topics that could not be overlooked given the goal of this
review are missing: pruning, yield, disease detection, and pest management. Specific
sections will be devoted to these topics as well.

2. Tree Detection and Counting

Tree crown detection is an important field in RS research, providing a means for
species classification, vegetation distribution mapping, vegetation density estimation,
and vegetation change monitoring [23]. In addition, given the economic importance
of olives, especially in the Mediterranean area and considering European Union olive
production subsidies, the distribution of plantations and data for estimating production
require monitoring. The dynamic monitoring of the canopy in olive growing can provide
information on growth and health status by exploiting vegetation indices (VIs), and is a
decision support tool for the timing and mode of execution of various crop operations
such as irrigation, fertilization, pruning, pest control, and yield forecasting [24]. Traditional
counting methods are based on human visual inspections in the field, which are time-
consuming and prone to errors, mainly when performed in large-scale plantations [25].
Since the end of the 1990s, with the launch of commercial satellites able to provide high-
resolution images (< 2 m), the level of detail has become advantageous for observing smaller
geographical objects such as trees. Therefore, until the end of the first decade of the 2000s,
tree detection using RS techniques was performed using imagery taken by manned aircraft
or satellites [16,18]. Spatial resolution is of crucial importance in the image recognition of
single trees. Generally, olive trees in the productive phase have a crown diameter between
3 and 12 m, with spacing between trees variable between 8–10 m for traditional olive
groves to 5 m for intensive ones, depending on the planting pattern, and trees regularly
aligned [12,26,27]. Relevant data for tree counting was initially derived from panchromatic
imagery with a spatial resolution between 0.6 m and 3.6 m, provided by satellites Quickbird
and IKONOS and from high resolution 1:40,000 scale aircraft’ flights [15,20,21]. With the
advent of UAVs, these platforms are increasingly used for this application and can provide
images with centimeter resolution. Most applications have regarded object detection and
feature extraction for tree counting and planting line detection, recognition of planting
gaps, and segmentation of invasive species. In addition, tree counting allows to geolocate
plants, provide production estimates, and determine the presence of gaps [28].

According to the literature, several techniques for detecting trees were proposed,
among which blob detection, template matching, image segmentation, unsupervised and su-
pervised classification by using machine learning algorithms, and deep learning [25,29–32].
Algorithms that exploit the spatial patterns in olive groves, based on mathematical mor-
phology operators, were tested by Barata and Pina [11] in very high spatial resolution (VHR)
(1 m/pixel) RGB aerial images. Usually, researchers considered olive groves characterized
by a regular spatial pattern of rows with adjacent trees placed at standard distances. In this
pattern, each tree can be identified within a circular shape area if seen from above. The
proposed methodologies involved the global segmentation of the olive groves to create a
mask of single trees, considering olive trees as objects that do not follow the typical spatial
patterns. The olive trees were segmented using a modified version of the top-hat trans-
form [33] which identifies darker local regions against a lighter background, and allows
for segmenting only the isotropic dark structures (trees) and avoiding the segmentation
of directional structures like roads, water lines, or connected alignments of trees. While
demonstrating a high rate in the ability to identify olive trees (89% of olive groves were
correctly identified), this methodology showed limitations due to the similarity of other
regular patterns that can be confused with olive trees patterns, such as fruit orchards. With
a goal opposite to that of identifying individual trees Robbez-Masson and Foltête [17] aimed
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to localize, using VHR aerial images missing plants in olive groves planted according to
a geometrical squared-grid pattern. The parcels were considered as a topological graph
of vertices, formed by centroids identified on individual plants, whose mutual position
conforms to a set of geometrical rules on orientation and length. In particular, the algorithm
built and used the topological and geometrical relationships between the vertices, in order
to identify the “missing vertices”, i.e., the missing plants.

Other authors based their tree detection on the canopies’ shape. Khan et al. [29]
proposed an automatic algorithm to count olive trees using satellite imagery (Quickbird)
based on canopies’ circular shape. Specifically, this method involved the segmentation
of the image using Otsu thresholding [34] for obtaining a binary map. Olive trees were
detected by exploiting their circular shape using the Circular Hough Transform (CHT)
algorithm [35]. Results showed a very high overall accuracy (96%). However, the circular
shape of objects other than olive trees, such as bushes, rocks, and uneven land patches,
induces misclassification errors. Also, Karantzalos and Argialas [15] proposed a method for
automatic olive tree extraction and counting (in IKONOS and Quickbird imagery) based
on the circular shape of olive trees seen as blobs that appear brighter at the tips in the
center with shadows following towards their bases. Olive tree extraction was performed
after locating the local spatial maxima of the Laplacian, a differential operator exploited for
edge detection along with blob detection. Trees appear as blobs in a binary image that can
be labeled and counted. However, blob detection can be prone to errors since it classifies
all trees with circular shapes as olive trees. In presenting their approach, Bazi et al. [22]
also considered olive trees as blobs in IKONOS’ imagery. Firstly, the olive trees were
distinguished from other classes using a Gaussian process classifier [36], producing a
binary map in which olive trees represent the primary information. Then, the map was pre-
processed using the erosion morphological operator to isolate single tree canopies that were
automatically counted, considering each blob valid only if its size was within a specific
predetermined range referring to the actual size of trees. Similarly, Waleed et al. [30]
proposed multi-step image processing techniques applied over a single (red) band for
counting olive trees in Quickbird imagery. The single band was sharpened using the
high pass filter and edges were detected, converting each olive tree’s closed boundaries
into blobs using morphological reconstruction. A binarization permitted distinguishing
background from trees.

Masson et al. [12] proposed an approach based on morphological image analysis
for olive tree identification in VHR imagery using airborne orthophotos, Quickbird, and
IKONOS single band imagery. The morphological image analysis focuses on the pixel
groups’ shape and spatial arrangement. In particular, considering that tree crowns appear
as dark objects, they contain a regional minimum which can be defined as a connected
component of pixels whose neighbors have a higher intensity value [37]. The regional
minima method was compared with the semi-automatic approach of OLICOUNT software.
The software exploits an algorithm based on image spectral threshold, region growing, and
tree morphological parameters. The two approaches showed similar omission errors, while
the omission errors were higher for the regional minima method. The OLICOUNT software
was used by Nihal et al. [13] for the detection and the semi-automatic counting of the olive
trees in grey-scale input on Quickbird imagery, utilizing an algorithm based on a set of
input parameters on which the shape and radiometry (grey level) depend: the minimum
and maximum grey values in the image which discriminates trees from the background;
the diameter range of the tree; the aspect ratio of the tree crown; the density interval that
measures the size of the holes in the tree canopy concerning the total area of the tree. The
results showed that OLICOUNT produced a high error for mixed (olive tree associated
with other tree species), small, and irregular parcels, but less for regular parcels occupied
by young olive trees.

Template matching involves the extraction of the objects of interest, such as trees, from
the image if they show a match with predefined models [29]. Gonzalez et al. [19] provided
an example of template matching by implementing a method of counting based on the
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integration of different image analysis and probabilistic techniques tested on Quickbird
imagery. In particular, the probability was calculated for olive trees present within a
reticular layout and with precise geometric features such as shape, size, and the angle
formed between trees. The method was based primarily on the premise that, generally,
olive trees are planted following a reticular structure within the same plantation. First,
it was considered a representative portion of the image in which the dark points (trees),
satisfying a particular reticular layout, are located by means of a voting scheme. This step
provides an estimate of how well dark point fits into the reticle. The higher is this value, the
higher is the probability of a dark point to be an olive tree of the parcel represented by the
selected reticle. Based on exploiting the similarity of olive trees, considering that all of them
within a parcel are of the same age and probably of similar size, a prototype of the typical
olive tree was obtained by processing the candidate olive trees within a representative area.
The final probability that each candidate was an olive tree depended on the likelihood
that the dark spot belonged to the reticular pattern and had similar characteristics to the
prototype. Olive tree candidates were located by computing the closed contours of the
image through the Canny operator [38] and the centroid of each shape through the Chamfer
Distance Transform [39]. The previous step is prone to produce many false positives, i.e.,
objects identified as olive trees because of the similar shape when viewed from above.
This issue is perhaps the main limitation of tree detection methods that rely solely on the
object’s shape. For this reason, the authors exploited the typical arrangement of trees in
olive groves according to a reticular structure in which each tree forms a precise angle with
its neighbors. The detection accuracy resulting in this work was 98%.

Ozen and Bolca [40] compared four methods for olive tree counting in three distinct
areas using Quickbird imagery: OLICOUNT, M-OLICOUNT, a template method, and
the Geographic Object-Based Image Analysis (GEOBIA) approach implemented in the
eCognition software (Trimble GeoSpatial, Munich, Germany). M-OLICOUNT is a modified
version of OLICOUNT and includes the changes introduced to use multiple bands in its
tree training module. Results showed that the template counting method had a higher
accuracy where the topography was inclined and natural vegetation was mixed with olive
trees. Other software methods showed better performance regarding time and costs in
olive groves lying flat or slightly sloping areas.

Some challenges to overcome include distinguishing species with spectral similarities,
discriminating between desired and invasive species, and species that are difficult to
detect in high-density environments with narrow spaces between rows and tree canopies
touching each other. Other difficulties regard mapping canopy edges due to conflicts
between shade and illumination or the presence of ground vegetation [41–44]. New studies
on this topic aim to achieve higher accuracy and capability in dealing with such problems.
The goal is to test the approaches by implementing the methods in different conditions
of plantations, sensors, flight altitudes, viewing angles, spatial and spectral divergences,
and phenological phases, and trying to standardize the results obtainable. The use of
multispectral (MS) sensors provides the advantage of using the near infrared (NIR) band,
which is the most sensitive band for mapping canopy properties of vegetation [45]. Some
features are distinctive enough to be detected in a panchromatic or single-band image.
However, the difference in the spectral signature of different surfaces usually allows subtle
variations to be noticed and, thus, detailed identification [45]. In this regard, the use of
multiple bands for canopy identification allows for overcoming the limitations highlighted
in the detection based only on the trees’ shape, size, and spatial pattern [11,15]. This was
shown by Daliakopoulos et al. [21], who proposed the use of the algorithm Arbor Crown
Enumeration (ACE) on Quickbird imagery based on the combination of three procedures:
blobs detection, Red band, and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [46]
thresholding. If applied individually, each procedure does not produce satisfactory results.
Blob detection identifies all blob-like surfaces regardless if they represent trees’ canopies,
rocks, or other objects, leading to overestimations, especially in mixed land-uses imagery.
Red band thresholding usually tends to clump tree canopies where the vegetation is denser,
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causing an underestimation. The Red band depends on the reflection values with which
the method was calibrated. NDVI thresholding is sensitive to the different characteristics
unique to each image. ACE has as its strength that it can exploit MS images that carry more
information than a single band. The combination of the three procedures improved the
results obtainable from using singles by compensating for the limits of each. Indeed, the
results showed differences do not hinder the tree canopy size or tree density performance
due to blob detection.

García Torres et al. [20] described and exploited the algorithm Clustering Assessment
(CLUAS, an add-on of the software suite ENVI), aimed at the automatic quantitative
assessment of olive orchard’s agronomic and environmental indicators. Quickbird satellite
images and airborne MS imagery coupled with a supervised classification were used in
the first stage. From the MS aerial photography, the bands Green and NIR were selected
together with some indices (Blue, Green, Red, and NIR)/4, NDVI, and Ratio Vegetation
Index (RVI) [47] for olive grove image assessment. Results showed the capability of CLUAS
to provide the total number of clusters/olive trees, the whole surface of olive trees, the
percentage of olive tree surface over the total, and the potential overall productivity.

Sarabia et al. [4] proposed a methodology for automatically counting olive trees in
intensive orchards from MS UAV imagery exploiting digital surface model (DSM) infor-
mation. The MS images were processed to generate a DSM which was converted into a
greyscale image, where elevation information was approached as grey level values. The
tree counting procedure was applied to the binary map obtained using the Otsu method
and was focused on the analysis of the morphology of the connected segmented compo-
nents in cases of overlapping of two crowns within rows. Elevation data were used for
separating olive trees from the bare soil to obtain an image segmented into two classes. The
results showed this method correctly detected trees with an accuracy of about 99%. The
methodology was tested in an intensive olive grove of about 18 ha, showing its effectiveness
in a complex scenario characterized by intra-row tree aggregations and a strong ground
elevation variability. Providing rapid and reliable methods functional in both simple and
complex scenarios is also highlighted in [43,48,49].

Karydas et al. [48] proposed a quick and easy semi-automated classification for map-
ping olive plantations on a sub-tree scale using GEOBIA on MS UAV imagery and based
on a binary map (i.e., containing the two classes “Olive trees” and “Other”). A region-
growing segmentation algorithm, the Multiresolution Segmentation algorithm (MRS) [50],
implemented in the eCognition suite, was applied for the image segmentation. According
to a trial-and-error procedure, the segmentation parameters were chosen. As stated by
Hay et al. [51], the real challenge is defining appropriate segmentation parameters (typically
based on spectral homogeneity, size, or both) for image objects of varying sizes, shapes, and
spatial distribution that make up a scene so that segments can be generated to meet user
requirements [52]. In tree detection, segmentation allows isolating the objects of interest,
i.e., the tree crowns (or canopies) from the rest of the image or rather from the background
data represented by the soil. Trees were segmented out of the background by exploiting
thresholding values or using morphological operations of opening and closing, region
growing, edge detection, and clustering [29]. Olive groves were previously divided into
subsets based on dimensional and geometric properties of the trees, such as density, size,
shape, and structure observed on the field. The choice of classifying individual internally
segmented canopies gives the possibility, by applying VIs such as NDVI, to reveal ex-
treme values of indices linked to known stress conditions. Similarly, Modica et al. [43]
implemented a semi-automatic workflow to process MS UAV imagery for detecting and
extracting olive and citrus trees’ canopies with the final production of vigor maps (Figure 4).
The three study sites tested were heterogeneous regarding tree plantation distances, crop
management, crop composition, tree age, height, and crown diameters. In two of the study
sites, the olive trees were present in an olive grove and a windbreak in a citrus grove. The
authors proposed a GEOBIA unsupervised classification approach, implemented in the soft-
ware eCognition Developer, consisting of an MRS segmentation of the UAV MS image and
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subsequent classification of trees based on VIs (NDVI, SAVI, and Chlorophyll Vegetation
Index—CVI) and digital surface models (DSM and Canopy Height Model, CHM).

Figure 4. Top left and right respectively show olive trees and the spectral signature of an olive tree
canopy. Bottom left and right photos, respectively, show applications of vegetation indices (VIs)
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Normalized Difference Red Edge Index (NDRE)
on olive tree canopies. Images were derived from a dataset used in [43].

Olive and citrus trees were classified by assigning a class to an object which fell within
one or more chosen conditions, also called rules, based on values attributed to features as
threshold values of VIs and topographic data. The use of DSM and CHM contributing to
the distinction of different tree species, or simply separating tree crowns from the spectrally
similar vegetation that covered the ground, improved the results obtained (ranging between
0.85 and 0.90 using the F-score accuracy parameter).

Solano et al. [49] implemented a GEOBIA semi-automatic workflow for olive tree de-
tection and extraction, testing the reliability of WorldView-3 satellite imagery and deriving
some VIs to analyze olive trees’ vegetative vigor: NDVI, Normalized Difference Red Edge
Index (NDRE) [53], Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index 2 (MSAVI 2) [54,55], Modified
Chlorophyll Absorption Ratio Index Improved (MCARI2) [56], and NDVI 2 [57–59].

The study sites tested were different: the first olive grove suffered various diseases,
which reduced its development, while the second was well managed. The GEOBIA ap-
proach was implemented in the Imagine object of the Erdas Imagine suite (Hexagon
Geospatial, Madison, WI, USA) as a semi-automatic process to extract single olive tree
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canopies and eliminate the spectral disturbances of soil background. The results, show-
ing an overall accuracy in tree extraction of about 96%, demonstrated the reliability of
WorldView-3 data relying on high spectral, radiometric, and spatial resolution.

In the last decade, machine learning algorithms attracted much attention in the RS
research framework [60], demonstrating their effectiveness in mapping crops [61] and
weeds [41,62], disease detection [63,64], and land cover assessment [65–69]. An example of
the application of machine learning supervised algorithms for olive tree detection is given
by Waleed et al. [25], which combined pre-processing, segmentation, feature extraction,
and classification techniques. The pre-processing step provided for eliminating noise. It
was followed by segmentation using the K-means clustering algorithm. Several supervised
machine learning algorithms were tested: Naive Bayes (NB) [67,70,71], Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [72,73], Multi-layer Perceptrons, and Random Forest (RF) [74]. Results
showed RF outperforming other algorithms with an overall accuracy of 97.5%.

Modica et al. [42] compared the performance of three different GEOBIA approaches
based on four machine learning algorithms: K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), SVM, RF, and
NB. In particular, a supervised classification of MS UAV imagery was carried out in
three different software suites: Orfeo ToolBox (OTB, www.orfeo-toolbox.org (accessed on
14 March 2022)) [75], Scikit-learn [76,77] and eCognition Developer. As for olive tree class,
the highest value of accuracies was reached by SVM performed on eCognition with about
96% of F-score.

Castillejo-González [78] mapped olive trees using Quickbird’s pan sharpened images
and evaluated pixel- and object-based classification approaches through the comparison of
four classification algorithms: Minimum Distance (MD), Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM),
Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Decision Tree (DT). Results showed ML and DT were
the two most precise classifiers and that greater weight given to the Red and NIR bands
in the pan sharpening process increases the accuracy of canopy delineation. No differ-
ence was observed between pixel-based and object-based analyses. However, Lu and
Weng [79] highlighted that the object-based classification approaches demonstrated bet-
ter performance than pixel-based approaches in mapping individual landscape features.
Also, Šiljeg et al. [80] tested ML and SVM classification algorithms within pixel-based
and GEOBIA-based classification approaches for mapping olive trees in UAV imagery.
Results showed SVM algorithm performed better in both approaches and particularly more
accurately in the GEOBIA approach reducing shadow problems.

Peters et al. [81] demonstrated the usefulness of combining different types of infor-
mation and data in olive tree detection. VHR imagery and synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
data were used for implementing an object-based classification to map olive groves by inte-
grating data from different sensors: multispectral Airborne Digital Sensor (ADS40), Radar
Aeroporte Multispectral d’Etude des Signatures (RAMSES SAR) and TerraSAR-X. The
processing chain for object-based olive grove mapping was followed: the multi resolution
segmentation algorithm was used for defining objects, features calculation was executed
for each object (shape, texture, spectral reflectance in optical imagery, and backscattering in
SAR imagery), training and validation of the classifier used, and RF. Results showed that
although SAR imagery alone did not contribute to the production of satisfying olive maps,
its combination with MS imagery increased the mapping accuracy of RF to 90.5%. Also,
Akcay et al. [82] investigated the combined use of MS and SAR satellite imagery to detect
olive trees. The authors used Sentinel-1’s and Sentinel-2’s free multi-temporal/multi-sensor
images. They used data acquired between the dates from April 2017 to May 2018, freely
downloaded from the Copernicus Open Access Hub [83]. Different combinations of SAR,
MS, and NDVI data were stacked, and supervised classification based on the RF algorithm
was tested. The combinations were Sentinel-1–Sentinel-2, Sentinel-1—NDVI, and Sentinel-
2—NDVI. Results showed that dual data fusion of Sentinel-1–Sentinel-2, Sentinel-1—NDVI,
and Sentinel-2—NDVI gave an overall accuracy of 73.33%. In particular, the addition of
NDVI to Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 data positively affected accuracy.

www.orfeo-toolbox.org
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The alternative to counting trees before image post-processing was demonstrated by
Salamí et al. [31], who proposed a method for counting olive trees in real-time during UAV
(RGB) flight. This process involved the segmentation of each image (the two techniques,
color-based and stereo vision-based segmentation algorithms, were tested), geolocation of
each tree, and image overlay corrections. The embedded computer on the UAV processed
the images on-the-fly, and sent the relevant findings, such as the geographic coordinates
of each tree, to the ground station. Therefore, the results can be visualized in real-time at
the ground station. Such a method, combined with existing cloud services, would allow
end-users to have rapid access to user-friendly data without needing specific software,
using only the browser. Results showed a capacity to classify trees with an accuracy of 99%.

In recent years, deep learning (DL) techniques have grown in popularity in RS appli-
cation in agriculture, among which include weeds detection [84], crop classification [85],
and tree detection, as shown in [32,86–88]. Applications of DL for the detection of olive
trees are also very recent. Ye et al. [24] tested low-cost UAV (RGB) imagery in the semantic
segmentation model U2-Net for olive tree crown extraction. U2-Net was compared to other
DL models. Despite the positive results obtained, the model showed some limits. The
first limit derives from the camera used to investigate only the visible, making it difficult
to distinguish different vegetation that shares a similar spectrum. Other limits are the
presence of several “vertices” and crowns belonging to the same tree, and the presence
of adjacent crowns very close together, according to the density of the planting scheme.
Lin et al. [89] used DL to map olive groves in two regions of Morocco, one semi-arid and
the other sub-humid, comparing the effectiveness of high-resolution imagery, PlanetScope
3-m MS imagery, and VHR imagery and WorldView-2 and WorldView-3 RGB imagery
with 0.5/0.3-m of spatial resolution. Images were acquired for the years 2018–2019. The
objective was to test the model generalizability under different levels of spatial variability.
Results showed that VHR imagery had better performances in capturing the texture feature
of olive groves in both sub-humid and semi-arid regions. In contrast, PlanetScope imagery
could only detect olive groves with larger canopy sizes and smaller tree spacings. The
temporal information was not helpful for mapping using PlanetScope images of young,
smaller, and more spaced olive groves in the semi-arid region. At the same time, the result
was better in mapping olive trees in a sub-humid region where older trees had prominent
texture features.

Table 1 below summarizes the research focused on tree detection and counting. This
is the topic with the largest number of articles identified which, moreover, collectively
covered the use of different RS platforms (satellites, aircraft, and UAVs) and the different
types of sensors, from those producing PAN and RGB images to MS and SAR.

Table 1. References dealing with olive trees detection and counting. The remote sensing (RS) platform
used, the type of sensor and the main objectives of the researches are also indicated.

Reference Platform Sensor Type Used * Aim of the Study

[82] Satellites Sentinel-1
and Sentinel-2 SAR and MS Combining multi-sensor optical and SAR satellite

images for tree detection

[11] Aircraft - * RGB Morphological Recognition of Olive Grove Patterns

[22] Satellite IKONOS - Tree detection and counting

[78] Satellite Quickbird MS
Evaluating four supervised

classification algorithms, applied to pixel- and
object-based classifications, for tree detection

[21] Satellite Quickbird MS Tree detection and counting

[20]
Aircraft CESSNA 421 Airborne KODAK (MS) Automatic assessment of quantitative agronomic and

environmental indicatorsSatellite Quickbird MS

[19] Satellite Quickbird PAN Tree detection and counting
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Table 1. Cont.

Reference Platform Sensor Type Used * Aim of the Study

[29] Satellite Quickbird RGB Tree detection and counting

[16] Satellite SPOT 5 PAN Testing new texture segmentation scheme
for vegetation extraction

[15] Satellites Quickbird and
IKONOS PAN Tree detection

[18] Satellite IKONOS PAN Improving edge detection and watershed segmentation
with anisotropic diffusion and morphological levellings

[48] UAV eBee multiSPEC 4C (MS) Tree detection

[89]
Satellite PlanetScope MS

Tree detection using Deep Learning on high resolution
and very high-resolution satellite imagerySatellite WorldView-2

and 3 RGB

[12]
Aircraft - ADS40 camera RGB

Tree detection and countingSatellites Quickbird and
IKONOS

PAN
MS

[43] UAV Multirotor G4
Surveying-Robot Tetracam µ-MCA06 (MS) Tree detection and monitoring

[42] UAV Multirotor G4
Surveying-Robot Tetracam µ-MCA06 (MS) Comparing the performance of three different GEOBIA *

approaches based on four machine learning algorithms

[13] Satellite Quickbird PAN Tree detection and counting

[40] Satellite Quickbird MS Comparing tree detection and counting methods

[81]

RAMSES SAR and
TerraSAR-X satellites SAR Mapping olive groves using VHR * optical and radar

imagery
Aircraft - ADS40

[17] Aircraft - - Localising missing plants

[31] UAV DJI Phantom 4 RGB Real time tree counting method using UAV

[4] UAV DJI Matrice 100 MicaSense RedEdge-M
(MS) Tree detection and counting

[80]

UAV DJI Matrice
210 RTKV2 Zenmuse X7 (RGB) Analysis of UAV imagery applicability and

Comparison of algorithms in pixel-based and GEOBIA
classification approaches for tree detectionUAV DJI Matrice 600 Pro MicaSense RedEdge-MX

(MS)

[49] Satellite Worldview-3 PAN-MS Tree detection and monitoring

[30] Satellite Quickbird Red Tree detection and counting

[25] Satellite - RGB Tree detection

[24] UAV DJI Phantom 4 RGB Tree detection using UAV
combined with U2-Net Deep Learning model

* PAN = panchromatic; * MS = multispectral; * RGB = red-green-blue; * SAR = synthetic aperture radar;
* - = missing information; * GEOBIA = geographic object-based image analysis; * VHR = very high resolution.

3. Pruning

Pruning in olive growing brings several benefits: in young trees, it is performed to give
an adequate structure for future production while optimizing the exposure of the canopy
to the sunlight and maintaining the equilibrium between vegetative and reproductive func-
tions [90,91]. Proper pruning can help ensure adequate canopy illumination by providing
sufficient exposure to the canopy’s innermost leaves through a good number of thinning
cuts and a spatially balanced distribution of vegetation [27]. As stated by Michalopou-
los et al. [3], pruning techniques should focus primarily on improving light distribution
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within the canopy (photosynthesis oriented), foliage aeration, and good development of
bearing shoots [92]. Considering these assumptions, pruning is linked to production, as
the objective is to maintain the actual yield as close as possible to the potential yield [93]. It
should not be forgotten that pruning depends and is carried out differently with all that
follows at the operational and economic level, depending on the type of olive grove and the
biophysical characteristics of the cultivar. Therefore, in this perspective, carrying out the
planting, choosing the proper cultivar, and the configuration of the plant is a very delicate
decision, both for the high degree of irreversibility that it involves both for the leading
role it plays in the economic success of the olive grove. It is, in particular, to combine the
best density of planting (number of plants/ha), planting system (geometric arrangement
of plants in the field), and form of farming (distribution in space given to the permanent
and productive structures of the plant). In Mediterranean areas, due to lower rainfall and
the long period of summer drought, there is a tendency to keep the planting density low
in order not to run into problems of water stress, which is frequent when the leaf area per
unit of the soil surface is quite high [27]. This has helped increase the value of dry lands
and marginal lands in the recent past and enhanced the value of local cultivars. Large trees
characterize the traditional plantings, 100–300 trees/ha mainly arranged in squares (with
tree distances of 5–7 × 6–8 m) and crowns that very frequently exceed 4–5 m in height
and 130–150 m3 in volume [27]. In the traditional olive groves, the operations of pruning
and harvesting, which are difficult to mechanize, are made complicated by the location of
olive groves in marginal areas and on slopes and, of course, the large size reachable by the
trees [94,95].

Intensive plantings are characterized by planting densities of 300–1000 trees/ha [96].
They can be distinguished as low-density olive groves with trees arranged in squares
at a distance of 5–7 m × 5–7 m, with a height of about 4 m and 50 m3 in volume for
each plant. Medium-density plantations have a higher number of trees, 500 plants/ha,
while high-density plantations reach 800 plants/ha [27]. In these plantings, harvesting
can be mechanized, while pruning can be manually done by using hacksaws mounted on
telescopic rods [97].

Super-intensive plantings are characterized by a very high planting density
(1100–2500 trees/ha) [98] with distances of 3.5–4 m between rows and 1.2–1.6 m on the
row. Normally, they are composed of cultivars with relatively contained development
in order to obtain relatively high productions starting from the third year after planting,
and make pruning and harvesting operations fully mechanized and continuous along the
rows [96,99–101]. Therefore the super-intensive systems are not suitable for olive growing
practiced in an agronomic context characterized by hills, sloping lands, and small farms
and in general in conditions of reduced availability of water as in some Mediterranean
countries such as Italy and Greece [27,100].

Despite its importance, pruning remains an expensive practice, mainly when per-
formed manually [102]. In fact, it requires experienced operators, often in short supply
in the main production areas, driving up costs [93]. That is why a cheaper and less
labor-intensive technique is needed [103]. One solution may be implementing mechan-
ical pruning to increase adequate field capacity and reduce costs [97]. This practice is
widespread in super-intensive olive groves, while light manual pruning is recommended
in small olive groves [96,104]. It is important to keep tree and crown base height within
a defined range to facilitate crop access [105]. Therefore knowledge of canopy sizes, tree
heights, and base canopy heights enables efficient planning and management of produc-
tion [106] and facilitates mechanization of operations, especially during the harvesting [96].
Harvesting performance is positively influenced by an olive grove whose architecture is
well adapted to the harvesting system [90,91,107]. Pruning should be done in relation to
the harvesting, considering that the pruning for manual harvested olive trees should be
different from mechanical harvested ones [93]. In the case of mechanical harvesting in
intensive and super-intensive groves, each harvester requires specific pruning to achieve
high efficiency. Investigations into the effects of pruning generally involve characterizing
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the tree’s architecture by measuring the tree’s primary dimensions, such as its height, and
estimating canopy area and volume using appropriate equations [108]. However, this work
being laborious and the canopies irregularly shaped, it is difficult to achieve accurate results
using this approach. In addition, methods involving ground measurements cannot be used
in large groves [106]. In this case, the RS platforms such as aircraft and UAVs can be used
for collecting olive trees’ dimensional data.

Jiménez-Brenes et al. [108] developed an automatic GEOBIA method for identify-
ing olive trees and computing their primary 3D dimensions from UAV imagery: height,
projected area, and crown volume. The study field was divided into three subsets by distin-
guishing olive trees differently pruned to quantify pruning impact: traditional, adapted,
and mechanical treatments. The GEOBIA approach, developed using RGB images and
DSM, provided for distinguishing tree crowns from the bare soil below. Finally, an auto-
matic procedure allowed for identifying each tree’s position, height, projected area, and
crown volume. Other research has included aerial LiDAR (light detection and ranging)
sensors [106,109], commonly used for estimating tree heights, crown base, crown volume,
stem diameter, and volume in forestry [110]. Hadas and Estornell [109] evaluated the
accuracy of automatically determined tree geometric parameters (tree height, crown base
height, crown diameters, crown area) based on the density of LiDAR data. However, results
also showed that similar results could be obtained, in terms of tree height and crown base
height, either by using sparse or dense LiDAR data. Generally, it was demonstrated that
the accuracy of estimating geometric parameters is independent of tree size. In another
research, Hadas et al. [106] proposed a method for estimating trees’ geometric parameters
(tree height, crown base height and crown diameters), which exploited the canopy’s point
cloud produced by an airborne LiDAR. The methodology is based on the α-shape algo-
rithm [111], which describes the shape of a finite set of points on a plane delineating the
boundaries of objects (tree crowns in this case), represented by a group of points having
heterogeneous distribution and low density. The authors compared tree dendrometric pa-
rameters (tree height, crown base height, length of the longer diameter, and perpendicular
diameter) estimated from airborne LiDAR with field measurements to assess the quality
of an automatic approach combined alpha-shape algorithms and principal component
analysis (PCA).

Recycling residual biomass obtained from tree pruning has become a common practice
due to the possibility of using it as a feedstock for biofuel production. An alternative
involves using olive pruning residues to cover the soil and improve fertility [112]. Using Li-
DAR sensors, RS for biomass pruning estimation provides an alternative to time-consuming
and expensive field measurements. An example is given by Estornell et al. [105], which
used airborne LiDAR technology of low pulse density points to quantify olive trees’ height
and volume. The same authors [113] developed non-destructive methods based on LiDAR
data for evaluating and quantifying pruning residual biomass. In the research mentioned
above, several variables were analyzed to estimate pruning biomass: dendrometic vari-
ables derived from field measurements; dendrometric variables derived from LiDAR data;
variables obtained from the distribution of the height and intensity of LiDAR data in each
olive tree. In particular, field data provided trunk diameter, total height, crown height,
and mean crown diameter. After performing the measurements, each tree was lightly
pruned and the residues weighed. The data derived from LiDAR provided better results
for estimating direct and indirect parameters, i.e., area and pruning biomass, than those
obtained by field measurements.

Table 2 below summarizes the researches about pruning that involved the use of RS
platforms and sensors. As the table shows, of the five reviewed, as many as four involved
the use of LiDAR sensors from aircraft.
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Table 2. References dealing with pruning. The remote sensing (RS) platform used, the type of sensor
and the main objectives of the researches are also indicated.

Reference Platform Sensor Type Used * Aim of the Study

[105] Aircraft - * LiDAR—Leica ALS60 sensor Quantifying the height and volume of olive trees

[113] Aircraft - LiDAR—Leica ALS60 sensor Quantifying pruning residual biomass

[109] Aircraft - LiDAR—Leica ALS60
LiDAR—Leica ALS50-II

Computation of tree height, crown base height,
crown diameters, crown area

[106] Aircraft - LiDAR - Computation of tree height, crown base height and
crown diameters

[108] UAV MD4-1000 Olympus PEN E-PM1 (RGB) Tree detection and computation of position,
projected canopy area, canopy height and volume

* LiDAR = light detection and ranging; * - = missing information; * RGB = red-green-blue.

4. Yield

Olive growing’s profitability is determined by yield, which in turn depends on the
grove category [96]. The correct design of the olive grove in orientation, row height and
width, alley width, etc., is important for maximizing light interception and productiv-
ity [114]. The availability of new planting systems and the introduction of more efficient
management strategies contributed to spreading olive growing outside of traditional culti-
vation areas [115]. Regarding the production and yield of different planting systems, trials
under both rain fed and irrigated conditions carried out in low-density olive groves showed
higher production at tree level, while higher yield per hectare was obtained in high-density
olive groves [116,117]. Planting density affects the size of individual trees in both trunk and
canopy sizes, as reported in [118]. Tree size increases under low-density conditions, while
an opposite effect is obtained in high-density olive groves [96]. Canopy size and shape also
affect olive trees’ fruiting potential [104,119]. In addition, productivity depends on other
factors, including soil fertility, management practices, climate, and meteorology [120].

The development of reliable methods for yield prediction can be very useful for
farmers in managing (spatially and temporally) cultivation techniques such as irrigation
and fertilization in particular areas or trees characterized by lower yields [121,122]. Con-
ventional olive yield assessment methods based on ground surveys are time-consuming,
expensive, and inaccurate. RS technologies can support the production forecast [123]. For
yield forecasting, predicting phenological phases is a valuable tool, as shown in several
studies (Table 3). However, satellite or proximal surveys and ground surveys are unlikely
to effectively provide information on the seasonal patterns of phenological events due to
the different scales of observation. In this regard, statistical models based on meteorological
parameters represent a potential solution to combine ground-based phenological observa-
tions and those provided by satellite-derived VIs [124,125]. Machine learning techniques
already applied to crop yield optimization and plant phenology forecasting can improve
the accuracy of phenological models [126,127]. Azpiroz et al. [128] developed a phenology
prediction model based on climate and geophysical data. Three datasets were used to calcu-
late predictors for the phenological phases of the olive tree: the weather registry obtained
from the open-access ERA5 dataset (Copernicus Climate Change Service, 2017); satellite
dataset (ALOS Landform) providing geophysical input data, i.e., latitude and longitude of
the olive groves, and the slope; MODIS, providing surface spectral reflectance data.

Maselli et al. [120] developed and tested a multi-step methodology integrating RS
and ancillary data to estimate spatial and temporal variations of olive yield within a
decade (2000–2009) in Tuscany (Italy). In particular, IKONOS, ETM+ high-resolution
imagery and MODIS NDVI were used, while ancillary data included daily temperatures
and precipitation for the decade examined, the geographical distribution of olive groves
(CORINE land cover), soil feature data, and a digital terrain model (DTM). The data
combined within a modified parametric model (C-Fix) [129] allowed the prediction of daily
olive tree gross primary production (GPP). GPP is then combined with respiration estimates
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from a biogeochemical model (BIOME-BGC) [130] to simulate the net primary production
(NPP), which was finally converted into yield. Similarly, Brilli et al. [131] developed a multi-
step methodology for estimating olive grove GPP by modeling it in a complex agricultural
context, simulating the behavior of both primary ecosystem components: ground vegetation
and olive trees, separately. Daily temperatures and precipitation for the two years examined
(2010–2011) were obtained from ancillary sensors linked to the eddy covariance station,
while RS imagery derived from IKONOS, ETM+ together with multi temporal NDVI values
from MODIS. GPP was estimated using the C-Fix model, and the modeling performances
were compared with GPP data derived from eddy covariance measurements.

Kölle et al. [132] proposed a method to assess compensation from an insurance based
on yield losses in olive growing by using satellite-based weather meteorological indices.
The authors, presenting a case study in Andalusia (region of Spain), investigated which
phases of the satellite-based vegetation health indices have the highest relationship with
olive oil yields. Some indices were tested on MODIS’ imagery: the Vegetation Condition
Index (VCI), the Temperature Condition Index (TCI) and the Vegetation Health Index
(VHI). Meteorological indices for temperature and precipitation are used as benchmarks.
Results showed that the relationship between olive oil yields and the indices is more
pronounced for inflorescence development, flowering, fruit growth, and oil accumulation
stages. Sola-Guirado et al. [133] evaluated olive annual yield forecast based on tree canopy
measurements. In particular, they proposed relating trees’ manually measured canopy
volume to their crown area obtained from UAV (RGB) imagery for producing yield thematic
maps for all olive grove categories (except super-intensive groves). In particular, manual
(or ground) measurements and UAV data were taken by selecting random trees from
olive groves irrigated intensive, irrigated traditional, and rain fed traditional. Stateras and
Kalivas [123] assessed olive trees’ geometrical characteristics (height, area, and canopy
volume) in non-linear hilly olive groves to develop a yield forecast model using MS UAV
imagery. Tree crowns were isolated and classified using GEOBIA calculating the area of the
tree canopy, the mean, the minimum and the maximum height, NDVI, and the slope for
each of them. Each of these variables was tested to verify the correlation with the yield. The
mean NDVI of the tree canopy, canopy volume, and the average slope in correspondence
to each tree were used to implement a yield forecasting model. This model can be used in
Mediterranean regions (such as Greece), where hilly non-linear olive tree groves represent
a common way of cultivation.

Ortenzi et al. [134] aimed at obtaining an approximate early production estimation of
olive groves based on the canopy radius extracted from UAV (RGB) imagery. The surveyed
groves were divided into four plots, three of which were training plots and one as a test
plot. In each plot, they assessed the leaf surface segmenting imagery and counted the
pixels belonging to the canopy (classified using KNN supervised learning algorithm),
automatically deriving the canopy radius. The olive production per tree was measured at
harvesting and modeled as a function of canopy radius. Methodologies such as the one
proposed by the authors could help farmers track the amount of production by field area,
identify any problems, or define a production and marketing strategy in advance.

Table 3 below summarizes the researches on yield monitoring that involved the use of
RS platforms and sensors.
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Table 3. References dealing with the monitoring of yield. The remote sensing (RS) platform used, the
type of sensor and the main objectives of the researches are also indicated.

Reference Platform Sensor Type Used * Aim of the Study

[128] Satellite Terra (EOS AM-1) MODIS (MS) Phenology prediction

[131] Satellites IKONOS—Landsat
7- MODIS MS Simulation of olive grove gross

primary production

[132] Satellite Terra (EOS AM-1) MODIS (TH) Estimation of yield dependence on
extreme weather conditions

[120]
Satellites IKONOS—Landsat

7- MODIS
Aircraft - *

MS Simulation model of olive fruit yield

[134] UAV DJ SPARK - (RGB) Early production estimation

[133] UAV DJI S800 Sony NEX7(RGB) Yield forecast

[123] UAV DJI Matrice 100 Parrot Sequoia (MS) Yield forecast

* MS = multispectral; * TH = thermal; * - = missing information; * RGB = red-green-blue.

5. Phenotyping and Monitoring of Trees’ Biophysical Parameters

Crop phenotyping can be defined as the monitoring of morphological, physiological,
and biochemical traits which result from the interaction between genetic and environmental
factors [115,135]. The preferred agronomic traits in olive growing are those related to the
earliness of production, high productivity and oil quality, and resistance to abiotic and
biotic stresses [136–138]. Some characteristics of olive trees related to geometrical canopy
measures, vegetative growth habits, and vigor are important in phenotyping trials because
they are linked to aspects of management, such as the form of training, plantation pattern
to be adopted, pruning, and harvesting [6,137,139–141]. Also, qualitative parameters of
fruits and oil depend on the geometry of the foliage, its shape, and size, as it affects the
penetration of sunlight in the canopy and its distribution [142]. High variability in selection
crosses together to the long juvenile period of the olive tree, making it complex, lengthy,
and expensive to find a genotype with all desirable traits (productivity, high oil quality,
and diseases and pests) [143].

Traditional methods used in the field for collecting phenotypic data require experience
and are time-consuming [115,137,144]. The manual measurement of the geometrical char-
acteristics to estimate the area and volume of the canopy using empirical models generates
results that are inconsistent both for human errors in the field and for model errors when
the canopy is assimilated to a regular polygon or a spheroid [145,146]. In this framework,
the use of UAVs responds to the need to speed up and reduce costs thanks to their flexi-
bility and high spatial, spectral, and temporal resolutions [135,144,147]. Several research
efforts have focused on the use of UAVs in olive phenotyping [115,137,140,143,145,148,149].
Gómez-Gálvez et al. [137] calculated canopy traits measurements in different olive culti-
vars by comparing UAV with conventional ground measurements. In particular, in each
tree, crown length radius, crown width radius, crown height radius, and tree height were
measured. A further objective was to demonstrate the usefulness of UAV measurements
for identifying differences between cultivars and olive trees of different ages within the
same cultivar. Avola et al. [149] tested some VIs obtained from MS UAV data and exploited
them to discriminate olive cultivars with different scion/rootstock combinations. Data
were processed through different statistical approaches, univariate (ANOVA) and mul-
tivariate (principal components analysis, PCA, and linear discriminant analysis, LDA).
Results showed the efficacy of seven VIs (NDVI, Simple ratio SR [150], Green normalized
difference vegetation index GNDVI [151], Green red normalized difference vegetation
index GRNDVI [152], Simple ratio NIR green vegetation index GRVI [153], Normalized
difference green/red difference vegetation index NGRDI [154], and RVI [155] in scion
recognition while unsatisfactory results were obtained for discrimination between root-
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stocks. Torres-Sánchez et al. [143] research focused on quantifying the dwarfing effect of
different rootstocks in ‘Picual’ olive cultivar by using UAV photogrammetry to select the
more suitable cultivar for super-intensive training systems. Generation of the 3D point
cloud from UAV imagery and GEOBIA algorithm was used to measure canopy height,
projected and cross-sectional canopy areas, and canopy volume of olive trees derived from
different rootstock-scion combinations [156].

One of the phenotyping’s objectives in olive growing is focused on finding key traits
of cultivars best suited to super-intensive (hedgerow) training system (continuous canopy
with a width less than 1–1.5 m), particularly adapted to fully mechanized harvesting, easy
pest and disease control, and high productivity [156]. Selection of these cultivars has
focused on characteristics such as early and abundant fructification obtained 3–4 years after
planting and production stability with reduction of alternation, possibility to mechanize
completely and continuously pruning and harvesting thanks to cultivars of low vigor
dwarfing rootstocks with a compact habit of growth [27,96,157]. Given the importance of
this issue for modern olive growing, several pieces of research have involved monitoring
super-intensive olive groves and in the framework of breeding trials. Caruso et al. [115]
evaluated the ability of MS UAVs imagery to detect differences in geometrical (canopy
height, projected canopy area, and volume) and spectral canopy characteristics in a super-
intensive olive grove. Furthermore, a good relationship was demonstrated between the
pruning mass material weighted on the ground and its volume estimated by UAV images.
De Castro et al. [148] developed and tested a UAV-based high-throughput system in olive
breeding applied on very young olive trees of which the architectural features are monitored
in two training systems (intensive and super-intensive). The authors, after configuring UAV
flight altitude and image overlapping, developed a GEOBIA algorithm to generate key
agronomical traits considered in olive phenotyping useful for selecting the best genotypes:
canopy height, canopy area, and canopy volume.

Rallo et al. [140] evaluated the validity of using a UAV-based methodology to es-
timate multi-temporal architectural features of olive canopies in breeding trials aimed
at selecting the most promising genotypes. The research links to the previous [148], in
which an GEOBIA algorithm based on photogrammetric point clouds was used. Using
this methodology, Rallo et al. classified and selected olive genotypes by analyzing four
architectural parameters: canopy height, diameter, projected canopy area, and volume.

Díaz-Varela et al. [145] tested a low-cost UAV system for estimating olive crown
parameters both on discontinuous canopy (open vase training form) and continuous
canopy (hedgerow) groves in the framework of breeding trials. For this purpose, several
image reconstructions using Structure from Motion (SfM) techniques on imagery with high
overlap allowed the generation of detailed DSM and orthomosaic. Finally, the parameters
canopy height and crown diameter were computed using geographical information system
analyses and object-based classification.

Plant architecture is a crucial issue for the characterization and monitoring of olive
trees’ biophysical parameters [145]. Geometric characteristics of trees can be helpful in
monitoring crop status and agronomic aspects related to production, fertilization, irrigation,
pruning and pest management [158]. UAVs represent an alternative solution compared
with manual measurements that is less time consuming and applicable on a large scale
rather than just a few individual trees. UAVs fly at very low altitudes with large over-
laps and different angles, providing hundreds of images at centimetric resolution from
which DSMs can be generated [159], exploiting the automatic photo-reconstruction method
based on the SfM technique [160]. Through the SfM deriving from the images acquired
from multiple viewpoints, three-dimensional geometry of objects, olive trees, in this case,
are constructed [137,161]. The DSM allows representing the irregular geometry of tree
canopies providing detailed information on dimensions parameters such as tree height.
Zarco-Tejada et al. [161] used very high-resolution imagery derived from low-cost UAV
cameras and automatic DSM generation methods for tree height quantification in olive
groves. Height ground measurements were compared with those carried out on DSM
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using the identification of local maxima. In detail, the distance between DSM local maxima,
represented by tree tops, and the minimum DSM value, represented by ground height, was
measured and compared to ground truth measurements yielding a high correlation. This
method proved effective in the presence of trees with open canopies that allowed a glimpse
of the ground below. The accuracy of results depends on the UAV flight altitude and im-
agery overlapping. In this regard, Torres-Sánchez et al. [162] tested UAV imagery at flight
altitudes of 50 and 100 m over two olive tree groves to generate DSMs representing the tree
canopies. The objective was to evaluate the influence of different forward overlaps (from
58% to 97%) on computation time and accuracy of DSM, showing the configuration with
100 m flight altitude and forward overlap percentage is the best and a significant reduction
in computation time. The importance of DSM in calculating the geometric parameters of
the canopy is highlighted by Torres-Sánchez et al. [158]. Torres-Sánchez et al. proposed
an automatic procedure for a high-throughput 3D monitoring of olive trees using UAV
imagery and GEOBIA. From UAV imagery (mounting two types of sensors, RGB and MS),
a DSM was derived and used as input data in the GEOBIA procedure. This procedure
permits the classification of each tree exploiting two VIs, Excess Green (ExG, [163]) and
NDVI, for RGB and MS imagery, respectively. For each tree, its position and its geometric
features (canopy area, tree height and canopy volume) were calculated. The local maxima
(tree-top) and minima pixel (ground baseline) were exploited by the GEOBIA algorithm for
calculating trees’ height while canopy volume was obtained by multiplying the height and
area of each tree pixel.

Caruso et al. [164] confirmed that MS UAV imagery and SfM techniques allow for
estimating biophysical and geometrical parameters. Tree height, canopy diameter, and
volume of olive trees were measured based on DSM and DTM. The height was calculated
by exploiting the average height of the terrain surrounding each tree and the maximum
height of every tree. The diameter was calculated by exploiting the circularity of the tree
surface view from above. Lastly, leaf area index (LAI) direct measurements significantly
correlated with NDVI, as shown in [14]. Berni et al. [14] combined two types of sensor, MS
and thermal, mounted on UAVs. Among the estimated biophysical parameters, LAI and
chlorophyll content were measured in an olive grove. Three VIs were calculated from UAV
imagery: NDVI for assessing the estimation of canopy LAI; the physiological reflectance
index (PRI) [165], developed for xanthophyll cycle pigment change detection, was exploited
to assess its capability for water stress detection; the index TCARI/OSAVI obtained from
the ratio of transformed chlorophyll absorption in reflectance index (TCARI) [166] to the
optimized soil-adjusted vegetation index (OSAVI) [167]. In particular, this ratio helped re-
duce soil background and LAI variation, providing predictive relationships for chlorophyll
concentration estimation in closed crops [166] and open tree canopy groves [168]. Results
showed NDVI was highly correlated with LAI field measurements. In addition, a high
correlation between TCARI/OSAVI and chlorophyll content was shown.

Anifantis et al. [169] tested three different methods for evaluating the tree row volume
(TRV) of a super-intensive olive grove by comparing UAV imagery 3D techniques with
manual and traditional methods of TRV measurement. The first method consisted of
producing a 3D model from UAV images, while the second involved manual measurement
using an optical meter and a portable GNSS. The third method, adopted by Codis et al. [170],
foresaw multiplying the average values of the height and thickness of the crown for each
olive row, multiplied by the area of 1 ha and divided by the inter-row width. Results
showed the reliability of data obtained by UAV imagery. Another example of volume
calculation from 3D models was shown by Jurado et al. [159], who used RGB point cloud
and MS UAV imagery for olive grove 3D reconstruction. Olive trees detected in the point
cloud were segmented and classified using spatial and spectral features. VIs, NDVI, RVI,
Green Ratio Vegetation Index (GRVI) [171], and NDRE were used for monitoring olive
grove health status together with morphological data obtained from the 3D model, volume
and height, with a view to a multi-temporal analysis of data obtained from two UAV flights
one year apart.
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In the evaluation of productivity, estimating the interception of radiation is impor-
tant because biomass production is directly related to the intercepted radiation, and this
also happens in olive tree canopies [172]. The work of Guillén-Climent [173] focused on
estimating the fraction of Intercepted Photosynthetically Active Radiation (fIPAR) in an
olive grove. Ground measurements included the interception of solar radiation of canopies
(by means of a ceptometer), dimensional properties such as canopy height and crown
width, and the LAI. A six-band MS camera mounted airborne was used for aerial imagery
acquisitions. fIPAR’s estimation was performed employing a couple of radiative transfer
models: Forest Light Interaction Model which is a 3D model of light interaction with
vegetation canopies (FLIGHT) [174] and a model of PAR interception by olive canopies
called “Orchard Radiation Interception Model” (ORIM) already used for estimating the
radiation intercepted by an olive grove at instantaneous and daily levels [172]. Both models
permit assessing the estimation of instantaneous fIPAR through the simulation of planting
grids, tree dimensions, and soil background effects, row orientation, tree dimensions, and
slope of the field, allowing the generation of several 3D scenes for the assessment of the
impact of the canopy architecture, crown structure, and biochemical inputs.

Focusing on the relationship between the processes of absorption, reflection, and
transmission affecting vegetation and describing the interactions between incident radiation
the biochemical constituents of leaves and the biophysical characteristics of the canopy,
Noguera et al. [175] worked on assessing the nutritional status of olive crops. In particular,
a method for the recovery of NPK (Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium) canopy content
in olive trees by using MS UAV imagery under different fertirrigation treatment was
developed. Different retrieval techniques partial least squares regression (PLSR), artificial
neural network (ANN), support vector regression (SVR), and gaussian process regression
(GPR) were tested for NPK leaf content estimation by exploiting data extracted from UAV
imagery as input variables and the results of chemical analyses as reference. The results
showed the best performance of the ANN approach.

To our best knowledge, there are only three studies involving the use of satellite
imagery to calculate biophysical parameters of the canopy [176–178]. Gómez et al. [176]
evaluated the potentialities of using airborne hyperspectral sensors and Quickbird satellite
imagery for determining and mapping tree canopy size, canopy transmittance, and LAI of
single olive trees. Tests were carried out in both traditional and intensive olive groves. The
dimensional parameters of the canopy, area, and volume were measured. The projected
canopy volume of each tree was calculated using the coordinates of the tree silhouette: the
tree canopy was ideally divided into eight sectors obtained by eight equidistant trapezoids
which were placed around the central-vertical axis of the olive tree. The volume was
obtained by summarizing each trapezoid using the second Pappus-Guldinus theorem [179].
The projected canopy area was obtained, firstly marking the perimeter of the orthogonal
projection of the tree canopy onto the soil surface using a pole in eight points, generating
eight equidistant transects from the center of the tree. Finally, the canopy area was calcu-
lated by summing the areas of circular sectors for each transect. Abdelmoula et al. [178]
used Sentinel-2 images for estimating olive biophysical parameters as LAI, chlorophyll and
water contents and mesophyll structure by using the image inversion method based on an
approach coupling radiative transfer modeling and a probabilistic estimation technique
MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) [180].

Active microwave remote sensing imagery has also been employed, taking advantage
of its ability to penetrate vegetation canopy and reach the ground surface, providing
vegetation information. Molina et al. [177] assessed a methodology for characterizing
vegetation canopies using optical imagery and microwave scattering models. In particular,
the authors integrated biophysical variables of olive tree canopies, derived from optical
images, into microwave (RADARSAT 2 imagery) scattering models.

The researches focused on phenotyping and monitoring of olive trees’ biophysical
parameters are summarized in the Table 4 below. In this table, a preponderance in the use
of UAVs is observed.
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Table 4. References dealing with phenotyping and monitoring of olive trees’ biophysical parameters.
The remote sensing (RS) platform used, the type of sensor and the main objectives of the researches
are also indicated.

Reference Platform Sensor Type Used * Aim of the Study

[178] Satellites Sentinel-2 and
PlanetScope MS Estimation of olive biophysical parameters

[169] UAV DJI SPARK RGB Estimation of the tree row volume in super-intensive
olive grove

[149] UAV Mikrokopter Tetracam ADC Snap (MS) Discriminating olive cultivars with different
scion/rootstock combinations

[14] UAV - *
Tetracam MCA-6 (MS) Estimation of parameters such LAI, chlorophyll

content and water stress detection using MS and
thermal UAV imageryThermovision A40M (TH)

[164] UAV DJI S1000
Coolpix P7700 (RGB) Estimation of biophysical and geometrical

parameters of olive trees under different
irrigation regimesTetracam ADC-lite (MS)

[115] UAV DJI S1000
Coolpix P7700 (RGB) UAV monitoring

differences in geometrical and spectral canopy
characteristics between different cultivarsTetracam ADC-lite (MS)

[148] UAV MD4-1000 modified Sony
ILCE-6000 (MS)

Development of UAV-based high-throughput
system for olive breeding program applications

[145] UAV - modified Panasonic Lumix
DMC-GF1 (MS)

Assessment of the
performance of low-cost image UAV sensors for the

estimation of olive crown parameters

[137] UAV - Sony NEX 7 (RGB) Evaluation of UAV data in the phenotyping of
canopy traits

[176]
Satellite Quickbird PAN-MS Evaluating the potential of

CASI and QuickBird, for mapping the tree crown
size, crown transmittance and LAI *Aircraft - CASI (HY)

[173] Aircraft - Tetracam MCA-6 (MS) Estimation of the fraction of Intercepted
Photosynthetically Active Radiation

[159] UAV DJI Matrice 210
Sony Alpha 7 RIII (RGB) MS image mapping on point cloud and the

multi-temporal analysis of morphological and
spectral traitsParrot Sequoia (MS)

[177] Satellite RADARSAT 2 SAR Characterizing olive grove canopies using radar data

[175] UAV DJI Matrice 100 MicaSense
RedEdge-M (MS)

Nutritional status assessment of olive crops by
exploiting MS UAV imagery

[140] UAV MD4-1000 modified Sony
ILCE-6000 (MS)

UAV estimation of canopy traits for
breeding program

[158] UAV MD4-1000

Tetracam
mini-MCA-6 (MS) Automatic procedure for a high-throughput 3D

monitoring of olive trees by using UAV imagery
and OBIA *Olympus PEN

E-PM1 (RGB)

[162] UAV MD4-1000 Olympus PEN
E-PM1 (RGB)

Optimizing acquisition UAV data procedure for
DSM * generation
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Table 4. Cont.

Reference Platform Sensor Type Used * Aim of the Study

[143] UAV MD4-1000 Sony ILCE-6000 Detecting low vigor
cultivars using UAV imagery

[181] UAV DJI Phantom 4 Pro RGB -
Assessment of the influence of survey design and

processing choices on the accuracy of tree diameter
at breast height measurements

[161] UAV - modified Panasonic Lumix
DMC-GF1 (MS) Tree height quantification

* PAN = panchromatic; * RGB = red-green-blue; * MS = multispectral; * TH = thermal; * HY = hyperspectral;
* SAR = synthetic aperture radar; * - = missing information; * LAI = leaf area index; * OBIA = object-based image
analysis; * DSM = digital surface model.

6. Olive Disease Detection and Pest Management

Diseases detection is critical to preventing and limiting the loss of crop production
and farm profits. Early detection of disease symptoms and their spatial extent can help
contain the spread of the disease and production losses. Traditional field inspections are
time-consuming, labor-intensive, and prone to human error. It can be challenging to detect
the disease during the early stages when symptoms are not completely visible [182]. It is
also difficult to map the spatial extent and severity of the disease spread with the traditional
method of field scouting [122]. RS solves many of these problems if used to detect and
monitor several diseases in different crops [183], showing itself capable of detecting diseases
whose symptoms are well evident in the aerial part of the plant and those affecting the
roots [184,185]. The research concerning the detection of olive disease symptoms by RS
imagery has mainly focused, to our knowledge, on two diseases (Table 5): Verticillium
Wilt (VW) caused by the soil-borne fungus Verticillium Dahliae Kleb. and Quick Decline
Syndrome caused by the bacterium Xylella fastidiosa Wells [186] subsp. pauca (hereafter Xf).

Verticillium is present in the soil, in favorable conditions, in the form of resistant
survival structures called ‘microsclerotia’ that can be stimulated to germinate by root
exudates [187], generating hyphae that penetrate the roots, growing into their tissues until
they reach the xylem vessels. The consequence is the spread of the fungus in the aerial parts
of the plant, which causes a reduction in the water flow, inducing water stress and wilt
symptoms [188–190]. In the Mediterranean area, VW’s incidence and symptoms severity
increase from late autumn to spring while sharply decreasing in summer, followed by
a flare-up in the autumn months [191]. The most effective strategy against this disease
involves using preventive control measures, in the pre- and post-planting stages [192],
including irrigation management, weed control, tillage practices, soil solarization, etc.
However, visual inspections to detect symptoms in the early stages are costly and time-
consuming compared with the above practices, which might be more effective [191,193].
In addition, it is not conceivable to perform this strategy on each tree in olive groves of
large areas [194]. The damages reported by the plant, including leaf chlorosis, defoliation,
and reduced transpiration rate, can be remotely detected in the visible, Red Edge, NIR,
and thermal regions of the electromagnetic spectrum [195]. In particular, the decrease of
chlorophyll content in infected plants causes a higher reflectance in the visible (Green) and
Red Edge, while the reduction in canopy density and leaf area corresponds to a decrease
in spectral reflectance in the NIR. Furthermore, VW induces stomata closure, reducing
evaporative cooling and causing an increase in leaf temperature detectable in thermal
images [196]. In this regard, Calderón et al. [183] evaluated the use of thermal imagery
and physiological indices derived from MS and hyperspectral sensors (mounted on UAV)
for early detecting symptoms of infection caused by Verticillium in olive groves. This
research showed that stomatal conductance is lower and canopy temperature variations
are higher as the severity level of the disease increases. MS and hyperspectral sensors
were used for calculating spectral indices related tree crown structure, epoxidation state of
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the xanthophyll cycle; chlorophyll concentration and fluorescence; blue/green/red ratio
indices; carotenoid concentration; spectral disease indices. Among these, the Blue band,
Blue\Green ratio, Blue\Red ratio, and the fluorescence index (FLD3) were shown to be
the best indicators for detecting VW, along with crown temperature and the Crop Water
Stress Index (CWSI) [197] index, derived from thermal images. These indices were used by
Calderón et al. [198] to formulate an automatic procedure to classify VW and its severity.
Interesting in this regard is also the implementation by Blekos et al. [199] of a platform
(“My Olive Grove Coach”) that uses MS UAV imagery to develop an olive grove health
monitoring system based on autonomous and automatic image processing using computer
vision and machine learning.

Iatrou et al. [200] used NDVI and the Carotenoid Reflectance Index 2 (CRI2) [201]
for detecting the early stages of VW by evaluating the spectral response of olive trees
treated with Plant Growth Enhancer Formulation (PGEF). The images acquired by the UAV
were compared with WorldView-2 images. Results showed that CRI2 better performed for
detecting VW early stages. NDVI was shown to be better for monitoring advanced disease
stages and highlighting the differences in tree spectral response due to improvements in
health status following PGEF treatment. Navrozidis et al. [202] performed more recent
research, which proposed a model for detecting from Sentinel-2 images stress conditions in
olive groves caused by abiotic or biotic factors, including Verticillium and Xf, by exploiting
the CRI2 index. Xf is a highly polyphagous plant pathogenic bacteria, infecting more than
600 species, including olive trees and stone fruits, living in a water-conducting (xylematic)
system [203]. Diffusion into the xylem system, where Xf clogs the vessels, and the incu-
bation, which can occur from 6 to 18 months, make it difficult in some cases, to identify
it in the early stages [204]. Symptoms can become apparent within a few months with
discoloration and wilt of the organs whose vessels have been obstructed: leaf chlorosis,
crown defoliation, twig and branch die-back on the upper part of the tree crown. This symp-
tomatic framework is ascribable to the “Olive quick decline syndrome” (OQDS) causing
plant death within a few years [205–207]. Detection of the disease outbreaks, mapping its
spread, and monitoring its different stages and damages to the crops is crucial for designing
surveillance strategies [207,208]. The recent Xf outbreak in Europe was detected in some
olive groves of the Apulia region (south-eastern Italy) (EPPO Global Database), where it
rapidly spreads, carried by its vector Philaenus spumarius L., (Hemiptera: Aphrophoridae) a
xylem sap-feeding insect [209]. The spread of the disease has had and is critically impacting
the affected region economically and culturally-landscape-wise [210]. The defense strategy
initially consisted of containment through the creation of buffer zones and eradicating
infected plants (and not), especially in the case of very susceptible cultivars. In this regard,
among the cultivars widespread in the Apulian territory, Ogliarola and Cellina di Nardò were
highly sensitive as opposed to the cv. Leccino [211–213]. Studies on resistant cultivars and
strategies to contain the spread of the vector insect are still ongoing. Because no effective
treatment is available to eradicate Xf, and because chemical and biological control mea-
sures can only temporarily reduce the severity of the disease, prevention and containment
strategies are best suited to minimize the impact of Xf [214–216]. The monitoring of Xf is
based on field visual inspections. The severity of disease on olive plants can be quantified
in various ways (presence or absence, intensity, level of severity) and at different scales
(leaves, portions, or entire plants) [9]. Considering that the visual assessment of symptoms
can be subjective in its accuracy, as well as an expensive and time-consuming practice, the
role of RS is valuable here.

Similarly with VW, in the field of RS, an important aspect of identifying Xf infected
plants concerns changes in the spectral reflectance of olives’ canopies [217–219]. The
vegetation of infected plants, characterized by less dense canopies and reduced leaf area,
shows higher reflectance in the visible region, a shift in the Red Edge, and lower reflectance
in the NIR [183]. The research done so far on this topic using RS platforms has concerned, to
our knowledge, the monitoring of the spread of the infection and the identification, mainly
in the early stages, of diseased plants. Nisio et al. [204] monitored the spreading of Xf in
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Apulia by using MS UAV imagery exploiting Felsenszwalb’ segmentation algorithm [220].
This algorithm foresees an over-segmentation performed on the NIR band to identify
the edges of the canopies and distinguish them from the background. Two different
classification methods were applied, and their results were combined. Finally, olive trees
were classified into two classes according to their health status using linear discriminant
analysis (LDA). Trees’ health status was evaluated by using RGB, CIR, and NDVI images.
Different data derived from two different platforms were used by Hornero et al. [218,221]
that proposed multi-temporal data analysis, which tested the capability of VIs obtained
from hyperspectral airborne campaigns and Sentinel-2 imagery to monitor the incidence
and severity of Xf in olive groves. Among the VIs tested, the Atmospherically Resistant
Vegetation Index (ARVI) [222] and OSAVI showed the best performances.

Other authors combined different sensors [217], data, and remote and proximal sensing
data [219,223]. Poblete et al. [217] used aerial hyperspectral and thermal imagery to detect
Xf infection symptoms. RS imagery was used to assess the performance of machine-learning
algorithms in detecting disease symptoms. The algorithms were used to select the bands
more sensitive to Xf symptoms. Authors demonstrated that disease monitoring could be
performed using MS and thermal images, exploiting only a few bands selected from those
most sensitive to signs: the Blue band and the CWSI index (for thermal imagery).

Zarco-Tejada et al. [219] showed early, non-visible changes in olive trees’ functional
traits, caused by Xf infection traits, retrieved using airborne MS and thermal imagery.
While apparent symptoms such as canopy defoliation, leaf wilting, and chlorosis can be
detected using NDVI, the same is not valid for other negative changes the affected plant
undergoes. The authors used airborne sub metric imagery provided by hyperspectral and
thermal sensors. The proposed method, which includes 260 narrow bands and the thermal
region, represents an alternative to time-consuming and expensive laboratory tests. A
multilayered functional plant-trait scheme was used to extract the alterations caused by
Xf from several physiology-related narrow-band hyperspectral indicators. Furthermore,
among the considered traits was included one consisting of temperature-based stress
indicators related to stomatal conductance and alterations in plant transpiration.

Castrignanò et al. [223] tried to assess a risk assessment method based on multivariate
non-parametric geostatistics, combining remote (radiometric, obtained by using MS UAV
imagery), proximal (geophysical) sensor data with visual inspection data (on the field), and
laboratory plant diagnostic tests. The objective was to provide probabilistic maps of Xf
infection in olive trees to support its containment. The same authors also proposed [9] an
integrated approach of statistical and spatial geo statistical techniques for discriminating
asymptomatic and Xylella infected plants in the early stage by using MS UAV imagery.
The imagery was taken on three groves different from each other in plant characteristics,
age, planting pattern, and management. The approach was based on geo statistical and
discriminant analysis techniques and provided a semi-automatic classification of infected
plants according to the severity of symptoms.

The entomofauna phytophagous in the Mediterranean basin that insists on the olive
agro-ecosystem is complex, but thanks to the many predators and parasitoids associated
with it only a few species are harmful to the population dynamics and trophic activity,
including the olive fly Bactrocera oleae. In this context, RS pest population monitoring is
of great importance, especially in precision agriculture (PA), for acquiring data that are
crucial for proper decision-making and pest management [224]. In olive growing, the fly
Bactrocera oleae (Diptera: Tephritidae) is considered the most important insect pest [225]. Arid
places favor fly distribution with warm summer temperatures [92]. The female fly generally
lays a single egg in each olive fruit (damaging with oviposition the olives’ surface), except
for the presence of few fruits as opposed to a heavy population pressure [226]. When
sufficient thermal energy is reached, the eggs hatch and the larvae begin to feed on the
mesocarp, causing both damage to the quality of the oil and causing the olives to drop
early [227–230]. Large green olives attract adult flies more than smaller ripe fruits [92].
The deterioration of oil quality is due to the development of bacterial microflora inside
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the tunnels made by the larvae [225]. Subsequently, the larvae that pupate inside the
fruit or in the soil become adult flies that give rise to a new generation [226,231]. The
number of generations varies based on agronomic conditions and local climate, which
influence reproductive activity and mortality [225,232–234]. Of course, the availability of
the fruits that “host” the eggs also influences the growth of the population [226]. The only
example, to our knowledge, of monitoring by RS is given by Blum et al. [235], that used the
MODIS land surface temperature (LST) for estimating olive tree canopy temperature as
shown in [236], and modeling olive fly populations seasonal fluctuations over a period of
11 years. Canopy temperature is considered an important variable that regulates the rate
of development of immature fly stages, the rate of reproductive maturation of the adult
fly, and behavioral patterns. In this research, the tree canopy temperature estimated at the
pixel resolution (1 km) was used as input for the olive fly population model. The authors
have experimented whether LST can be useful for simulating population fluctuations in
three geographic locations differing with different climate. The reliability of the model was
tested by comparing its data with those obtained in the field from trapping data. Although
Bactrocera is the main insect pest of the olive tree in the world, few studies have been done
currently on predictive modeling of its population dynamics [237].

The above-described olive disease detection and pest management-related researches
are listed in Table 5 below.

Table 5. References dealing with the olive disease detection and pest management. The remote sens-
ing (RS) platform used, the type of sensor and the main objectives of the researches are also indicated.

Reference Platform Sensor Type Used * Aim of the Study

[199] UAV - * Parrot Sequoia (MS) Implementation of an olive grove health monitoring and
assessment system

[235] Satellite Terra (EOS AM-1) MODIS (TH) Modeling Bactrocera Oleae population fluctuations

[183]

UAV MX-SIGHT MCA-6 Tetracam (MS)
MIRICLE 307 (TH)

Early detection of Verticillium wilt
UAV Viewer, ELIMCO Micro-Hyperspec VNIR (HY)

MIRICLE 307 (TH)

[198] Aircraft CESSNA Micro-Hyperspec VNIR model (HY)
FLIR SC655 (TH) Early detection of Verticillium wilt

[9] UAV DJI Mavic Pro Parrot Sequoia (MS) Early detection of Xylella f.

[223] UAV DJI Mavic Pro Parrot Sequoia (MS) Probabilistic estimation of Xylella f.

[218,221]
Aircraft CESSNA Micro-Hyperspec VNIR model (HY)

Monitoring of Xylella f.
Satellite Sentinel-2 MS

[200] UAV eBee senseFly Multispec 4C, airinov (MS) Early detection of Verticillium wilt
Satellite WorldView-2 MS

[202] Satellite Sentinel-2 MS Stress detection

[204] UAV Italdron 4HSE EVO
MicaSense RedEdge-M (MS)

FLIR Vue Pro 640 (TH)
Sony α7r (RGB)

Xylella f. detection

[217] Aircraft - Micro-Hyperspec VNIR model (HY)
FLIR SC655 (TH) Monitoring of Xylella f.

[219] Aircraft - Micro-Hyperspec VNIR model (HY)
FLIR SC655 (TH) Early detection of Xylella f.

* MS = multispectral; * TH = thermal; * HY = hyperspectral; * RGB = red-green-blue; * - = missing information.

7. Final Remarks and Future Challenges

To the best of our knowledge, most of the research on the applications examined in
this review has concerned tree detection and counting, phenotyping and monitoring of
biophysical parameters, and disease detection and management of irrigation resources (a
topic covered in the review by Messina and Modica [10]). In the first decade of the 2000s, of
only 12 studies identified, as shown in Figure 1, 11 concerned tree detection and counting,
highlighting how the topic represented one of the first ‘challenges’ of RS in olive growing at
that time. More research was observed concerning the use of satellites for tree detection and
counting, while greater use of UAVs has been made in phenotyping research. Regarding
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tree detection, this is due to research carried out [11–13,15,19,22] in the first decade of the
2000s exploiting satellite imagery with sufficient spatial resolution (from 0.6 to 2.5 m) to
detect and count individual canopies, such as those from Quickbird and IKONOS [21],
and before the spread of UAVs. As far as phenotyping research is concerned, the increase
in the use of UAVs is probably due to their greater suitability than satellites in cloudy
conditions when investigating small areas needing centimeter spatial resolution (1–2 cm
depending on flying altitude) and greater temporal resolution [43,122,135,238]. UAVs can
be exploited multiple times during a brief period to acquire centimetric information, while
most satellites do not provide data at the centimeter scale needed for several field-scale PA
applications. In research focused on olive disease detection, Sentinel-2 satellites, aircrafts,
and UAVs mounting different sensors (MS, thermal, and hyperspectral) over the surveyed
period have been similarly extensive. In the comparison between the subject matter most
frequently addressed at the beginning of the twentieth century, exclusively using satellite
images at low and medium resolutions, and more recent topics such as phenotyping and
disease detection, which benefit from very high satellite and UAV spatial and temporal
resolutions, the gradual technical advancement of RS in the field of agri-environmental
analyses is revealed. The strengths and weaknesses of satellites and UAVs are evident when
the goal is to detect disease symptoms early. UAVs are not the ideal platform for monitoring
large areas, but they are generally able to provide images with a higher spatial and temporal
resolution, especially in the case of thermal images, so they are useful in the monitoring of
olive diseases such as Xylella and Verticillium at early stages [183]. UAVs can be used in two
stages of disease control: in the early stages by detecting a possible infection before visible
symptoms appear, or mapping the infection’s size in different parts of a crop. In the latter
case, the farmer will have a clearer map of the affected areas and support in making early
decisions to reduce losses. At intermediate-advanced stages, UAVs can be used during the
treatment of the infection for targeted spraying and monitoring [239]. On the other hand,
as shown in [218], images from the Sentinel-2 (available with a frequency of 2–3 days) can
be useful for large-scale monitoring of the spread of Xf at intermediate to severe stages.
As stated by Castrignanò et al. and Barbedo [9,240], results from using different types of
sensors over an area, including proximal, UAV-mounted, aircraft-mounted, and satellite-
mounted indicate benefits from complementary rather than competitive use. Several
authors have proposed combining images acquired with different platforms as UAVs and
satellites and at different spatial scales aiming at a data fusion approach to improve stress
detection capability [9,241]. In addition, combining RS data with different types of data,
including weather information, historical data on disease incidence, and information on
agronomic practices in the field, will allow for more efficient disease monitoring [199].
These considerations are valid not only in disease detection. Generally, the data fusion
from remote and proximal sensors should be coupled with well-defined protocols by which
spatial congruence between the sensors and the data provided by the laboratory’s analysis
is achieved. Regarding the data field collection, an important contribution can come from
the Internet of Things (IoT), which allows “on-site monitoring” remotely farms [242]. IoT
has increasingly developed thanks to scientists, researchers, and engineers implementing
new technologies, methods to monitor crops, and facilitating access to agricultural data
(such as crop-related and meteorological data) critical in the analysis and prediction of
phenology and implementation of the yield forecasting models [123,128]. This momentum
offers many possibilities for optimizing procedures and adapting these technologies in
PA [243]. However, the current trend sees PA products primarily directed towards large
area farms and agricultural companies equipped with advanced machinery and tools,
with technology providers and data companies seemingly uninterested in collecting and
processing small farm data [244]. Given the complexity of image processing methods
and the expertise required for RS data management, it is necessary to develop a reliable
yet simple workflow for real-time data analysis and extraction. For example, artificial
intelligence techniques, such as machine learning, could generate spatially and temporally
continuous data from satellites at a scale necessary for PA applications [245]. Facilitating
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the acquisition and processing of RS data is also an important challenge in increasing the
pool of users able to access and use RS technologies in agriculture [122].

Other challenges relate to data, particularly the need to standardize procedures for
converting images into prescription maps, classification maps, and VIs maps, the latter was
used in much of the research examined in this review, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. The vegetation indices (VIs) used in remote sensing (RS) researches in olive growing.

Vegetation Index (VI) Acronym Equation Research

Chlorophyll Vegetation
Index [246] CVI NIR Red

(Green)2 [43]

Difference Vegetation
Index [155] DVI NIR-Red [149]

Enhanced Vegetation
Index [247] EVI G (NIR−Red)

(NIR+CRed−CBlue+L)
[128,198]

Enhanced Vegetation
Index 2 [248] EVI 2 2.5(NIR−Red)

(NIR+2.4Red+L)
[149]

Generalized difference
Vegetation Index [249] GDVI SRn−1

SRn+1 ** [149]

Green Ratio Vegetation
Index [171] GRVI NIR

Green [115,159,198]

Normalized Difference Red
Edge Index [250] NDRE (NIR−Red Edge)

(NIR+Red Edge)
[43,49,159]

Green and Red Normalized
Difference Vegetation

Index [152]
GRNDVI NIR−(Green+Red)

NIR+(Green+Red)
[43,115,149]

Green Normalized Vegetation
Index [151] GNDVI (NIR−Green)

(NIR+Green)
[42,43,115,149,218]

Modified chlorophyll
absorption in reflectance

index [56]
MCARI2

1.5(2.5(NIR−Red)−1.3(NIR−Green))√
(2NIR+1)2−(6NIR−5√Red )−0.5

[49]

Modified Simple Ratio [251] MSR (NIR/Red−1)√NIR/Red+1
[176,183,198,218]

Modified Soil Adjusted
Vegetation Index [54] MSAVI [2 NIR + 1 − [(2 NIR + 1)2 − 8(NIR −

Red)]1/2]/2
[49,115,149,218]

Modified triangular
vegetation index [56] MTVI1 1.2 × [1.2(NIR − Green) − 2.5(Red − Green)] [149,183,198]

Normalized difference
green/red index [154] NGRDI (Green−Red)

(Green+Red)
[149]

Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index [46] NDVI (NIR−Red)

(NIR+Red)

[20,21,43,48,49,78,82,115,
120,123,128,131,149,159,
164,173,176,183,198,200,
202,204,218,219,221,235,

252,253]

Optimized Soil Adjusted
Vegetation Index [167] OSAVI 1.16 (NIR−Red)

(NIR+Red+0.16)
[149,183,198,218,221,253]

Photochemical Reflectance
Index (570) [165] PRI 570 (R570 − R531)/(R570 + R531) * [183,198]

Perpendicular Vegetation
Index [155] PVI

√(
RedVeg − RedSoil

)2
+
(

NIRVeg −NIRSoil
)2 [218]

Ratio Vegetation Index [155] IRVI Red
NIR [149]
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Table 6. Cont.

Vegetation Index (VI) Acronym Equation Research

Renormalized Difference
Vegetation Index [254] RDVI (NIR−Red)√

(NIR+Red)
[78,176,183,198]

Simple Ratio [150] SR NIR
Red [20,149,159,176,183,218]

Soil Adjuted Vegetation
Index [255] SAVI (NIR−Red)

(NIR+Red+L) (1 + L) *** [43]

Transformed Chlorophyll
Absorption in Reflectance

Index [166]
TCARI 3[(NIR-Red) − 0.2(NIR − Green)(NIR/Red)] [183,198,218]

Transformed Chlorophyll
Absorption in Reflectance

Index/Optimized
Soil-Adjusted Vegetation

Index [166]

TCARI/OSAVI 3[(NIR−Red)−0.2(NIR−Green)(NIR/Red)]
((1+0.16)(NIR−Red)/(NIR+Red+0.16)

[198,218,253]

Transformed Vegetation
Index [55] TVI (NDVI + 0.5)0.5 [149]

Triangular Vegetation
Index [55] TVI 1

2 [120 (NIR − Green) − 200 (NIR − Green)] [183,198]

Vogelmann Red Edge
Index [256] VREI NIR

Red Edge [183,198]

* R = reflectance; ** = n is an integer > 0; *** L = soil adjustment factor ranging from 0 to 1.

This leads to using different research methods to achieve the same goal with results
that are not always excellent or reliable [239]. The presence of different software for image
analysis with different complexity in usage, capacities, and prices constitutes a further
uncertainty in the choices of the company or farmer. In this regard, some images can be
provided to the farmer pre processed and in a “form” that is already usable according to
their needs. On the other hand, it is difficult to easily find reliable data, such as time-series
images, in the absence of standard procedures for aspects such as radiometric calibration
and retrieval of reflectance and temperature data [257]. Despite a large number of studies on
RS applications in PA, there is a general lack of established techniques and/or frameworks
that are accurate, reproducible, and applicable under a wide variety of climatic, soil, crop,
and management conditions. The accuracy of methods using RS platforms data (satellite,
airborne, and UAV) depends on a variety of factors, including image resolution (spatial,
spectral, and temporal); atmospheric, climatic, and weather conditions; crop and field con-
ditions (e.g., growth stage, land cover); and the analyses technique (e.g., regression-based,
machine learning, physically-based modeling). In this regard, a big push in automating
remote enterprise data analysis can come from increased interoperability between field
sensors that collect real-time data, and proximal and remote sensing sensors. The consider-
ations made so far on RS platforms, such as the need for the standardization of methods
of data collection, processing and output production, dissemination and transmission of
knowledge, and expertise from the scientific field to companies in the sector and farms,
are valid both for the olive sector as for other crops. The resolution of these issues is a
necessary step for the modernization of the sector. The olive sector is very complex because,
unlike other agricultural realities, it is spread over several continents and different parts of
the world with different climatic and environmental conditions that alone are sufficient
to generate different needs from the agronomic and technological point of view. These
needs focus interest, including research, on different issues. Even the management of an
olive farm is heterogeneous from country to country. Just think of Italian olive-growing,
characterized by the coexistence of traditional and intensive systems, or as in Spain with
a super-intensive system spread mainly in the Andalusia region [258–260]. First of all, it
must be considered that the size of a company inevitably determines the availability of the
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economy, and its interest in investing in expensive technologies that do not always lead to
increases in production and revenue to justify technological modernization. Other times the
limits are not dictated only by the size but by the location of olive-grown areas, seen in the
phenomenon of excessive fragmentation (present in some Italian realities with many farms
with average surface of less than 2 ha) [260], the prevalence of traditional olive groves in
marginal areas, and difficult to mechanize whose persistent presence is justified both by
the conformation of the territory (Greece and Italy) and by the agricultural policies of these
countries. Often the decision to maintain traditional planting systems at the expense of the
rejuvenation of olive groves and modernization depends on the desire to preserve local
cultivars. An example is Italian olive growing, whose biodiversity, with over 630 cultivars,
represents 40% of the world heritage [260–262]. In this framework, olive planting systems
resulted in obsolete production structures with high costs and low profits due to poor mech-
anization [260]. This has repercussions on practical aspects of agronomic management,
such as pruning and harvesting, which are among the most onerous operations that can
be fully mechanized or not according with the characteristics of the olive grove and the
availability of farm funds [27,263,264]. The survival of this sector is linked to the possibility
of fully mechanizing harvest and as much as possible pruning [265,266]. This, in turn,
determines the interface between olive growers and research, the issues also addressed in
the field of research in RS. Among other things, steps forward in research in a field are not
always immediate. Still, some of them result from developments and discoveries in other
areas or effective experimentation on other crops, perhaps more fashionable, discussed, and
profitable. In any case, comparing what has been done and what is currently being done on
other crops, we do not see the olive tree lagging behind concerning the implementation of
strategies involving the use of RS, but perhaps in the use of RS. This, as already said, is not
so much due to research as much as the need for a new organization of the sector. This goal
can be achieved through combining different scientific, technical, and entrepreneurial skills
and adjusting farming management strategies with best practices, policies, and financial
instruments. Larger mechanization is a priority objective, and proper management of water
resources given the present and future consequences of climate change [267]. In particular,
the southern Mediterranean is expected to be the most affected by climate change, with
reduced yields and degraded ecosystems due to rising temperatures, increased drought
risk, and decreased water availability [3]. The current trend dictated by PA requires more
precision, data sharing, the ready availability of data and communication, not only between
machines but also between all the actors involved in the production line bringing benefits
from production, quality, and environmental perspectives [1,27]. Consumers are gaining
more awareness of the influence of food on human health, thus promoting products with
preventive and therapeutic properties [92,268]. Extra virgin olive oil and table olives may be
considered nutraceutical products rich in antioxidant compounds and have cardiovascular
health benefits [269,270]. This drives more financially sound markets, including Japan,
USA, China, and the United Arab Emirates, to demand and pay more for healthy products,
especially if they are produced in “green” ways, i.e., low environmental impact production
techniques [27]. To be rewarded in this sense is also the use of local biodiversity, which also
increases the health and functional value of foods and their sensory attributes. For this
reason, the sole objective of the sector the modernization of the company should not be
aimed exclusively at high production focusing on cultivars suitable for mechanization and
super-intensive plantings. The quality of a product such as olive oil also passes through
the enhancement of autochthonous and minor cultivars, while promoting the economic
development of specific territories and preserving biodiversity. As seen from the research
done so far, RS can make an important contribution in solving the main challenges that
olive growing will face.

The latest discoveries in nutrition that see a product, in particular, extra virgin olive
oil, as a harbinger of many benefits in terms of health produced a renewed interest, which
is a favorable point that can encourage research and technological development to invest
and apply more towards olive growing, which although practiced since ancient times,
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represents both the traditions and the future of many agricultural realities in Mediterranean
countries and beyond.
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